
Pro web-development 

and interactive design

Our services:

Drupal   Python   C#   .NET   Php   Symfony

Node.JS  React. JS   Angular.JS   WORDPRESS

Web-Peppers celebrates it’s 5th anniversary this year.


There were lots of bright moments during these five years! 
Many leading companies became our partners, our team 
became stronger and experienced.


Now we’ve got more than 70 developers, which are focused 
on a wide range of technologies.


We are always ready to give a competent advice on: 
Android, IOS, Drupal, Laravel, Yii, Symfony, Magento, 
Wordpress, Python, Node.JS, Angular.JS, React.JS, C#, 
.NET, SharePoint, zuora, Blockchain.


Web-Peppers provides projects' tech support and follow-on 
support.

ABOUT US

We specialize in a custom web-development and interactive 
design. 


Is it an entirely new corporate identity or a web-site design, 
consistent with your company’s brand image, by choosing a 
Web-Peppers team you’ll benefit both from work with a 
highly competent specialists and reasonable prices.


Our main goal is to help clients build a successful business, 
using all the power of most progressive technologies.


We strategically help to improve the global web presence 
and develop a long-term partnership with customers.

WHO WE ARE?

MAIN FOCUS

In general, we divide all our services into four main focus areas:

OUTSOURSING


OUTSTAFFING


R&D OFFICE

OUTSOURSING

The way to cut expenses, improve efficiencies, gain speed and get 
more profit. 

Websites and Portals development


Mobile development


AI + embeded engineering


Blockchain and cryptocurrencies


Business intelligence and big data

Complex Project Management and Project Development

Web-Peppers offers exclusive services in such fields

WEBSITES AND PORTALS DEVELOPMENT
CASE STUDIES

Big web portal that keeps more than 1,000,000 available hotels all over the 
world.


The site is built on the basis of Drupal CMS and is integrated with such 
services as booking.com and tripadvisor.com.

Planet of Hotels planetofhotels.com/en

B2B selling website, accurate and well-protected.


Was built on the basis of Drupal CMS.

B2B selling website www.ohtenterprise.com

abingdon.gov.uk


clinovo.com


backendless.com

And more

MOBILE APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT

Slava rys

Our expert,Slava Rys, will help to find the best solution for your business 
needs and achieve goals.

Email: slava@web-peppers.com


Mobile: +36205144678


Viber: +380979878498


Skype: merdekiti1

VALVE Manufacturer. A Factory that produces valves for different needs — 
from small ones to large industrial, used on different manufactures, including 
military industry and high-risk environments.

AI + EMBEDED ENGINEERING

CUSTOMER

Considering challenging operating environment, very serious and expensive 
consequences, caused by accident, it’s extremely important to properly 
analyze the state of equipment and make precise calculations of it’s 
replacement — not too early but preventing from possible accidents.


Each valve has experimentally established conditions of service — a certain 
frequency of replacement. Even in case when the valve has not failed yet, it 
can be replaced, since the danger and cost of the probable accident would be 
too high.

CHALLENGE

Development of an autonomous warning system for timely replacement of 
valves. The system shouldn’t use human resources.

PROJECT PURPOSE

Research and development of the complex system of different mobile sound 
and vibration-sensitive sensors. These sensors analyze acoustic and 
vibration background of the valve, making predictions on this basis for timely 
replacement of the exact valve


Development of special analytic algorithms for precise identification of 
possible problems using AI, Machine Learning and Deep Learning.

SOLUTION

Internal product

BLOCKCHAIN AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES

CUSTOMER

To automate the trading on several cryptocurrency exchanges and try to play 
with own strategy.

IDEA

There are a variety of existing decisions on the market. Some of them are 
pretty good, but there is no one fast enough to meet our goals.

CHALLENGE

Viacheslav Rys

You want to know all about Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies? Just 
contact our expert Viacheslav Rys and he will easily explain you even 
most complicated problems. 

Email: slava@web-peppers.com


Mobile: +380667836218


Skype: merdekiti1

Create an arbitrage strategy bot.

PROJECT PURPOSE

Micro service architecture bot-algorithm that can work below the 100ms per 
operation

SOLUTION

The system is based on a transaction model and helps to track all 
transactions on tens of accounts. It also manages dozens of HR recruiters 
and managers (CV-management, invoice management, salaries calculation, 
bonus calculation etc).

Generally, we can implement our integration experience, working with 
systems that have API (or other types of external communication) or 
store data in databases.


It’s important, that we have both: 


   — Integration experience for our clients’ projects


   — Experience in using such systems in our own projects


   — Business Intelligence and Big Data (Pentaho BI, BI from Sisense)


   — PMS (Jira, Redmine)


   — CRM (AmoCRM, Sales Force, Sugar CRM, Terrasoft)


   — Platforms for landing page (Unbounce and Wix)

We have a huge experience in integrating 
different systems like CRM, ERP etc.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND BIG DATA
 +CRM and ERP integration

Customized system for a financial department

Large translation agency that had hundreds of new daily customers’ 
registrations on its own portal.


 


Web Peppers has integrated this portal with CRM Salesforce. We have 
developed a standalone system that hourly receives new profiles and 
registers them in Salesforce as leads. 



The system also updates profiles in Salesforce with the latest data from the 
portal, upgrades lead statuses, checks for doubles, notifies managers, shows 
statistics, etc. That was a really challenging and interesting project!

CASE

   — CV screening;


   — Interviewing candidates;


   — Checking their technical and soft skills;


   — Trialing simulated work scenario, etc.

And even more – you don’t need to think about workstation for your new 
employees as they will work on your project in our office. 


All you need is to give us your requirements concerning an ideal employee or 
a whole R&D team.

   — outstaffing work at the office 


   — remote office infrastructure.

OUTSTAFFING

We undertake all the HR responsibilities

We support both services: 

A turnkey office is a complex service! It’s main advantages can be taken by 
those owners who move to a new location, expand or plan to completely 
retool an existing office.


The turnkey solution includes R&D team, Office, Executive consulting and 
more services due to requirements.

R&D OFFICE OPENING

Big Israeli company that specializes in online translations. We have started 
the cooperation when Ukrainian representative office counted only 3 people. 


We’ve created strong back-end and front-end development team together, 
hired QA specialists and organized the support department. As for today 
there are more than 40 people working in Ukrainian office.

case study

Python / Django


PHP / Drupal, Wordpress / Laravel, Symfony


NodeJS


C# / .net


AngularJS / ReactJS


Mobile development: Objective-C / SWIFT / Java / ReactNative

TECHNOLOGIES

Skilld France https://www.skilld.fr 


Adyax France https://www.adyax.com/


Smile France https://www.smile.eu/en

case study

METHODOLOGIES & PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Fixed price


Time & material

Models of cooperation

SCRUM


Kanban


Waterfall

Methodologies

Jira, Redmine


GitHub, Bitbucket, GitLab

Project management tools

RECOMMENDATIONS

Find top firms for your next big project

CLUTCH.CO

Reviews & Ratings of Top Software Companies & Products

GOODFIRMS. CO Please, find our customers’ 
reviews on these popular 

resources.

YOUR MAIN CONTACT

“To make your business strong and 
successful, our friendly PRO team will 

make the impossible possible!”

Viacheslav Rys

Email: slava@web-peppers.com


Mobile: +380667836218


Skype: merdekiti1


